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Proposed revisions to Clinical Reference Groups 
NHS England 
Consultation response from NHS England, 10th March 2016 
 

Introduction 
1. Genetic Alliance UK is the national charity working to improve the lives of patients and families 

affected by all types of genetic conditions. We are an alliance of over 180 patient organisations. 
Our aim is to ensure that high quality services, information and support are provided to all who 
need them. Genetic Alliance UK actively supports research and innovation across the field of 
genetic medicine. 

2. Genetic Alliance UK’s team have a number of positions within NHS England’s Patient and Public 
Voice infrastructure, including membership of the Metabolic Disease Clinical Reference Group 
(CRG). We have previously held a position on the Medical Genetics CRG, but when the respective 
team member went on maternity leave, the place went unfilled. This situation has persisted for 
more than nine months. 

3. In October 2014 Genetic Alliance UK published Patient perspectives and priorities on NHS 
England’s commissioning of medicines for rare diseases, a patient charter supported by 86 patient 
organisations. With respect to CRGs, this document recommended that: 

 NHS England’s Clinical Reference Groups should be granted additional resources to support 
their ability to give expert advice, and enable consistent decision-making and effective 
stakeholder engagement 

 Best practice guidelines should be developed for Clinical Reference Groups in consultation 
with members and stakeholders 

 NHS England should invest in greater administrative support for Clinical Reference Groups 
to manage their internal and external communications 

 A technical review of the current Clinical Reference Group structure should be carried out 
to ensure coverage, capacity and expertise is appropriate across portfolios 

4. We therefore welcome the concrete proposals within this consultation document, as they fulfil some 
of our recommendations. However we have serious concerns with how these changes are being 
implemented, and are concerned at the lack of detail as to how key, necessary functions of the 
CRGs will be delivered in future. 

Recruitment for membership of CRGs 
5. As the number of members of CRGs are reduced, the imperative to ensure the quality of the 

membership increases. We are particularly concerned that the two Patient and Public Voice (PPV) 
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positions within CRGs are filled by candidates with a proven ability to network and therefore 
effectively represent the broad community of patients that might be affected by the decisions of a 
CRG, effectively disseminate news and opportunity to this community, and effectively gather 
knowledge from this community where necessary. 

6. To effectively achieve this, we propose that the PPV team at NHS England consider carefully the 
landscape of each CRG constituency when making an appointment. Groups with wide 
membership, or that make broad representation would make good candidates in these situations. 
There may be one or more established patient groups in any particular disease area with a 
proven track record, and that their own community would particularly like to see take a PPV role. 
It would be wise to find proportionate means to assess and react to the needs of the constituent 
community when making the appointments, perhaps by allowing endorsements of applications to a 
role on CRGs. 

7. There may also be complex politics in a patient community, in which case any recruitment decision 
should take account of the ability of candidate organisations to generate and work to a consensus 
viewpoint. 

8. The proposals state that every member will be recruited for a three year term. We suggest 
phasing the terms of appointments to allow a more controlled change in membership in the future, 
and to avoid all members’ terms of membership ending simultaneously. We request further 
information as to the quantity of terms any CRG member may stay on the group, and the same for 
the chair’s role. 

9. Finally, when making recruitment decisions for CRGs, it will be important to recognise the 
importance of continuity in membership. It will important to ensure a portion of the new CRG 
membership have experience of the activity of the previous group, preferably by virtue of their 
membership in the previous group. This point is particularly important where a merger between 
two CRGs is taking place. 

10. In this case, the reduction to representation applies, but is then also halved, as two groups are 
merged to one. In this case PPV membership from current CRGs is being cut from four positions to 
one. There is no guarantee that equal representation from merged groups will be present in the 
new model. For continuity and for fair representation, we believe this should be an aim for the 
recruitment process. 

11. As recruitment will be such a crucial factor in the success or failure of this initiative, we request that 
a clear programme for this work, with terms of reference, be published. 

Implementation process 
12. In the past few days it has become apparent that NHS England’s intention is to close the existing 

CRGs before the end of March 2016, and before recruitment for the replacement begins. This has 
come as a surprise to members. The fact that at least one CRG (Metabolic Disease CRG) has been 
closed before the end of this consultation raises serious questions as to how seriously NHS England 
will be taking the results of this consultation. 

13. There will exist an unnecessary and avoidable vacuum of expertise during the interval between 
dissolution of the current CRGs and the instatement of new CRGs. (Though we understand that the 
outgoing membership are likely to continue to provide support and advice during this period.) 

14. As this process progresses, we have become increasingly concerned at the pace of change, and 
the consequent poor relationship management that NHS England is showing to current members of 
CRGs. As our patient charter acknowledges, all current members of CRGs give up their time to 
provide advice to NHS England without compensation. It is unfortunate that this goodwill has not 
been reflected in the manner in which these changes have been communicated, nor by their 
implementation. 
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15. Though in person and verbally, members of NHS England’s staff are quick to show their gratitude 
to CRG members, clearer communication of the programme of change and a formal message of 
appreciation and thanks would have been proportionate to the effort that members have given to 
their roles and the value that their contributions have brought to NHS England. 

Next steps 
16. We propose that further proposals identified in our Patient Charter be implemented at this 

opportune stage:  

17. Best practice guidelines should be developed for Clinical Reference Groups in consultation with 
members and stakeholders For a new CRG structure to be successful, the role of sub-groups and 
working groups (mentioned in paragraph 2.6 of the consultation) will be crucial. It will be 
important then for NHS England to follow our recommendation to produce a clear framework for 
the scope of work that should be undertaken by the core CRG and by groups affiliated to the 
CRG. This should include a clear explanation of the circumstances that warrant the creation of 
affiliated groups and how their terms of reference are defined. 

18. Recruitment to affiliated groups should follow the same rigour that we expect to see in recruitment 
to the CRGs themselves. 

19. A technical review of the current Clinical Reference Group structure should be carried out to 
ensure coverage, capacity and expertise is appropriate across portfolios Having seen, through a 
colleague’s freedom of information request, the basis for the reconfiguration of the CRGs in the 
Internal Medicine National Programme of Care, we believe a more detailed piece of work could 
be carried out to address gaps in the coverage of CRGs. We are aware that the Multi-System 
Disorder CRG was dissolved some time ago, but have not seen clear evidence of a considered 
approach to filling its remit. We have heard anecdotal evidence of other conditions being poorly 
served by the CRG structure. 

20. We feel that a more considered process to decide on CRG changes may have reached a 
different conclusion with regards to the specific merger of the Cystic Fibrosis CRG with the 
Specialised Respiratory CRG. Cystic Fibrosis is popularly considered to be a disease of the lungs, 
but in fact has a wide range of organs and body systems that are affected by the condition. 
These include: pancreas, liver, kidneys, reproductive tract, and joints. In practice, it may be a false 
economy to merge these groups. A more thorough examination of the benefits and risks might 
have shown this earlier in the process. 

Conclusion 
21. We request: 

 A detailed strategy for recruitment to clinical reference groups. 

 Clear terms of reference for clinical reference groups and their affiliated groups. 

 A more thorough review of the coverage of all clinical reference groups’ remit, with steps 
taken to ensure all disease areas are effectively covered. 

 

 
Alastair Kent OBE 
Director 


